**Ken-Ton Big Picture TGIF**

One student at a time.

---

**Pick Me Up Special Guest**

Emmy-Winning Editor Speaks to Big Picture Students

This week’s Pick Me Up (PMU) activities were organized by 101 Advisor Karen Monaco. She ended the week with a two-part PMU involving an Emmy Award winning Editor. Karen is personal friends with Scott Reuther who has worked on shows such as My Super Sweet 16, Long Island Medium and currently Queer Eye streaming on Netflix. Students learned about Scott in the AM PMU and wrote questions down to ask Scott who joined us via FaceTime for a special PM PMU.

The students asked questions ranging from favorite show he’s worked on to which celebrities he has met. Scott answered every question the students had and gave detailed examples of how he found his passion and pursued it at the highest level in New York City. This is evidenced by the Emmy he won last week for editing Queer Eye.

We are truly appreciative of Scott’s time and genuine dialogue.

---

The Big picture students were all infants or yet to have been born when the events of 9/11/2001 happened. We take time every year to help explain the tragedies that occurred in NYC, Washington, D.C., and Pennsylvania.

This year we also focused on how the families that lost loved ones were affected. This included heart-breaking stories of loss and inspirational stories of perseverance.

The students showed deep respect for the losses.